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Court of First Instance: Italian regime for investment vehicles specialised in
small- and mid-caps constitutes State aid

On 4 March 2009 the Court of First Instance handed down two similar judgments
concerning the Italian regime for certain investment vehicles specialised in shares
of small- and medium-capitalisation companies listed on a regulated market of the
European Union (hereinafter: small- and mid-caps).

Under the general Italian system of taxation on collective investment funds, an
investment vehicle is ordinarily subject to a 12,5% substitute tax on its net operating
result. However, investment vehicles investing at least two thirds of the value of
their assets in shares of small- and mid-caps are subject to a 5% substitute tax,
instead of the “ordinary” substitute tax. This tax scheme amends the tax rules
applicable to all the various investment vehicles operating in Italy (i.e. open-ended
investment funds, historic Luxembourg funds, closed-end investment funds,
SICAVs, pension funds).

The Commission decided to initiate the formal investigation procedure laid down in
Article 88(2) of the EC Treaty in respect of this tax measure. On 6 September 2006
the Commission issued its decision declaring that the present scheme constitutes a
State aid incompatible with the common market.

According to the Commission:

1. the investment vehicles with corporate form and the undertakings managing
vehicles without legal personality are undertakings within the meaning of
the State aid concept of the EC Treaty;

2. the more favourable tax treatment grants a selective tax advantage to both
certain small- and mid-caps, consisting in the increased demand for their
shares and in increased liquidity, and certain investment vehicles, as it
provides with them additional liquidity and extra income in terms of entry
and management fees;

3. the tax advantage in question is granted and financed by the State as it
consists in foregone tax revenues;

4. the tax measure at hand may distort competition between undertakings and
affect trade between Member States because the beneficiaries can operate
in international markets and pursue commercial and other activities in
markets where competition is intense.

In addition, as Italy failed to notify the tax scheme before its implementation, the
Commission ordered the recovery of the unlawful aid from its beneficiaries.

The Court of First Instance rejected the appeals against the Commission’s decision
entirely. Appeals against the Court of First Instance’s decisions may be lodged with
the Court of Justice within two months of the notification of the decisions.
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